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ABSTRACT 
The transmission of TV signals by coaxial cable was initiated 
a number of years ago to provide better reception in places particu- 
larly isolated from the off-the-air signal. The large number of CATV 
systems installed and the development of the techniques to provide 
two-way transmission without interference, brings about the possi- 
bility of an ordered audio-video and digital interaction between the 
subscriber's terminals of the CATV system, all under the control of a 
central computer at the head-end terminal. 
The control information, in digital form, is sent to each terminal 
(Question Data Word), and each terminal sends back its status informa- 
tion (Answer Data Word) after executing any control actions required. 
Choosing the method of Interrogation depends on the particular of each 
system; usually the task consists of applying the fastest method at the 
lowest cost possible. 
Without attempting to exhaust the possibilities, six methods of 
interrogation are presented, comparing the total time necessary for 
interrogating all the subscribers of the system and receiving all the 
corresponding answers, for different system parameters. Basically, 
the methods fall into two different procedurest in the first pro- 
cedure the terminals are considered individuallyj (Methods 1, II and 
III); while in the second, the terminals are arranged into blocks having 
a common delay range (Methods IV, V and VI). 
The distribution of terminals in the system is expressed by 
taking their delay-distance from the head-end, independent of their 
physical location. Also, a redundancy a in the interrogation process 
is assumed to provide a means for increasing the reliability of 
reception of QDW. 
Method I - Each QDW is sent right after the ADW corresponding to 
the previous QDW is received. 
Method II - The QDW are sent one after the other with a minimum 
possible pause between them. To avoid overlapping of ADW's it is assumed 
that the terminals have been sorted by delay and the interrogation 
follows that order. 
Method III - Consists of sending the a repetitious to a terminal; 
then waiting for the answers before sending the next a repetitious to 
the next terminal. 
Method IV - The M equal delay-width blocks are sorted by delay 
such that no terminal in block^ + k is interrogated before any member 
of block , but the terminals belonging to each block can be Interrogated 
In any order. 
Method V - All the terminals within a block are interrogated 
and all the corresponding ADW's are received before Interrogating 
any other block. 
Method VI - Arbitrary order of interrogation of blocks with 
arbitrary order of interrogation of the terminals within each block. 
Determining the total interrogation time (T) for each method 
and comparing, it is found that although Method II is the fastest 
method, it is not always the best choice to increase speed and it is 
displaced by Method III, which in some cases provides the same inter- 
rogation speed at lower cost. Furthermore, under some conditions, 
the gain in interrogation speed for Method II is so small that, being 
the most expensive method, it is doubtful that it is worth using. 
Furthermore, the interrogation speed of the blocking-procedure methods 
are lower, but very close to Method II, thus they are a better choice 
in most cases, as they are less expensive to implement. A table show- 
ing the speed-method comparisons under the various conditions is 
given. 
i. Introduction 
When the TV receivers are located in mountainous areas or 
surrounded by high buildings, the off-the-air signal reception usually 
is extremely poor. Community Antenna Television systems were conceived 
and introduced about 25 years ago to solve this problem by means of a 
good antenna, located where the signal reception was better (i.e. top 
of a mountain or building) feeding the signal to the receivers by 
coaxial cable. Since that time, GATV has grown explosively, particularly 
during the past few years^ . Currently there are about 2,500 cable sys- 
tems in the U.S., serving more than 12% of those homes having TV 
receivers. 
The user of such a system pays for a better signal in his receiver, 
but the programming is the same as on standard broadcast. Since the 
competion for bandwidth in the cable is less than by air, there are a 
number of channels available, bringing about the second stage of CATV. 
Special programming not available on standard broadcast is sold to the 
user by transmitting it using any of the free channels. Programs run 
continuously and monthly payment Is at a fixed rate that is independent 
of the number of programs viewed. Presently, almost all pay TV Is on 
this per-channel basis. Examples of the beginners are Hone Box Office 
Co. in Allentown, Pennsylvania, and Optical System in San Diego, 
California, both in 1972. 
The third stage appears when the subscriber is allowed to choose 
programs he wants and pays an additional charge for them. Since, in this 
per-program scheme,the subscriber pays only for those programs viewed, 
it requires some way for the subscriber to communicate his request to 
the head-end to activate his channel at the proper time. Cablerama in 
Columbus, Ohio and Via Code in Smithtown, New York, are examples of this 
two-way system. However, the two-way communication is of limited 
information. 
The development of systems in which signals can be passed up-and 
downstream without interference with each other, has allowed the complete 
two-way system to become a reality and all manner of services become 
possible. There already is an impressive number of experimental two- 
way systems in operation in the U.S. They represent a variety of 
approachesi multiplexed single cable, dual cable, switched high- 
frequency cable, etc. The ultimate value of these test systems is in 
the determination of the practicality of specific approaches. 
A central computer at the head-end terminal manages the amount and 
variety of information and control signals that are used in any two- 
way system.  This computer prepares, stores, orders and classifies all 
the digital information sent to and received from each subscriber term- 
inal, allowing an ordered audio-video and digital interaction between the 
terminals of the system. 
It is the purpose of this thesis to analyze the different ways in 
which the digital information can be sent to a subscriber, hereafter 
named, "Question Data Word", and the consequent way in which the digital 
information is received at the head-end terminal from each subscriber, 
the "Answer Data Word". 
The main parameter analyzed is the total time necessary for 
interrogating all the subscribers of the system and receiving all the 
corresponding answers. Each of the methods of interrogation is analyzed 
in terms of the distribution of subscriber, softwave redundancy, QDW 
length, ADW length, number of subscribers, etc. 
2. Two-Way CATV Systems 
Even though no real market now exists for two-way CATV systems, 
many enterprising cable system operators and equipment suppliers are 
engaged in creating the market through experimentation with two-way 
systems in the field. 
In addition to regular television service, a two-way CATV system 
can provide many other services, including premium television, restric- 
ted television, home protection systems, surveys, meter reading, sub- 
scriber response polls, emergency alarms, accessory power control and 
timing, system diagnostics and control, shopping at home, educational 
instruction, reservation services, quiz shows, data book access, weather 
service, scheduled community programs with and without talkback, medical 
service at home, etc., all under the control of a central computer. 
Possible two-way applications are limited only by one's 
(2) imagination v . The particular application of the system will determine 
which capabilities are to be included. 
2.1. Model 
Figure 1.1 shows a general model of a two-way system using a two- 
way cable. Depending upon the particular service to be given to the 
subscribers, some or all of the following devices is attached to the 
terminalsi TV set, audio transceiver and control, TV camera, alphanumeric 
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Figure 2.1. General two-way CATV system organization. 
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keyboard, alphanumeric generator with video monitor and/or printer, 
alarms, meter, etc. 
This is one of the first approaches used in the early experimental 
two-way systems ^ '   ,  but it is far from being unique. One modifi- 
cation is to use two switchable coaxial cables so that the general corn- 
er) 
municatlon capability is increased v '. In general, the number of cables 
is limited only by the cost of installation and by the increase in com- 
plexity of the required control systems. This redundancy in cable dis- 
tribution allows the subscriber to receive different programs in differ- 
(2) 
ent receivers at the same time v ', which sometimes can be helpful. 
High Frequency twisted pairs can be used instead of coaxial cable ^   't 
locating exchange centers every certain amount of subscribers (like with 
the phone lines). 
With few exceptions, existing installations are single-cable. The 
upstream and downstream signals are transmitted at different frequencies 
using bidirectional amplifiers (Figure 2.2). The lines are classified 
in trunk lines, feeder lines and line extenders. 
2.2. Frequency Assignment 
A typical \u diameter coaxial cable can carry all the channels shown 
(7) in Table 2.1 v . The exact number of channels in operation depends on 
9 
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figure 2.2. Two-way single cable System configuration. 
1.0 
Channel 
Frequency- 
Range (MHz) Channel 
Frequency- 
Range (MHz) 
T-7 5.75-11.75 7 174-180 
T-8 11.75-17.75 8 180-186 
T-9 17.75-23.75 9 186-192 
SUB-VHF T-10 23.75-29.75   HIGH VHF     10 192-198 
T-ll 29.75-35.75 11 198-204 
T-12 35.75-^1.75 12 204-210 
T-13 41.75-47.75 13 210-216 
2 54-60 
3 60-66 J 216-222 
LOW-VHF 4 66-72 K 222-228 
5 76-82 L 228-234 
6 82-88 M 
N 
234-240 
240-246 
FM 88-108 0 
P 
246-252 
252-258 
A 120-126      SUPER BAND     Q 258-264 
B 126-132 R 264-270 
G 132-138 S 270-276 
D 138-144 T 276-282 
MID-BAND £ 144-150 U 282-288 
F 150-156 V 288-294 
G 156-162 W 294-300 
H 162-168 
I 168-174 
Table 2.1 - TV Channel Data (after 10) 
II 
the particular system, as well as on the forward and return bandwidths. 
In a subsplit system the return signals use the range 5-30 MHz 
for combinations of audio, video and digital signals, depending on 
the particular application. In the event that more return channels are 
necessary, the return bandwidth is extended to 108 MHz (midsplit 
system), using the proper bidirectional amplifiers. Table 2.2 shows an 
example of a subsplit system. 
2.3. Subscriber Terminal 
As the system has been defined, all the control is performed at the 
head-end computer} therefore the digital circuitry at the subscriber 
site will be passive in the sense that it is not able to send any infor- 
mation to the head-end unless it is requested to do so by means of the 
QDW. Then, the information goes to the head-end as "status" information. 
If, for example, a specific program is to be enabled at one of the sub- 
scriber terminals; first, the request must be received in response to 
an interrogation; then, the head-end sends all the necessary control 
signals. 
The more different actions the subscribers are allowed to take, 
the more complex the subscriber terminal must be. Figure 2.3 shows an 
(3) 
example of terminal organization v . The unit Includes a channel 
Signal 
Video 
Video 
Audio 
Audio 
Digital 
Digital 
Path 
forward 
return 
forward 
return 
forward 
return 
Range (MHz) 
50-300 
12-50 
on video carrier 
on video carrier 
or 5.5-5.6 
110-116 
6-12 
# Channels Modulation 
36 Amplitude 
6 Amplitude 
36 Frequency 
6V 
3 
Frequency- 
Frequency 
FSK* 
PM or PSK** 
Table 2.2.  Subsplit system.  Example 
♦Frequency Shift Keying 
**Phase Modulation or Phase Shift Keying 
^ 
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line 
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converter -> TV set 
RF section 
i i "* ID 
- Register 
Transmitter 
«—| 
-* Word code 
rRegister 
Logic net- 
work control 
J 
1»~- 
Status  stack 
Data 
-*■ Register 
alarms       ■* 
channel number  -• 
opinion      -* 
premium TV 
set on/off    -* 
electricity meter ■* 
water meter  - 
n+VlQ-^ 
-Output 
-Data out  
Figure 2.3. Subscriber Terminal. Example. 
W 
converter, an RF receiver section, a crystal-controlled digital 
transmitter for return signals, and a digital control system. 
Each terminal is identified by an ID code which enables the 
terminal to accept only the QWD code specifically directed to it (Figure 
2.4). The content of the word code register determines the action to be 
taken, i.e. enabling a channel, reading status, starting transmission 
etc. The Data Register stores the digital information received or that 
to be returned. 
2.3.1 Data Words 
The number of bits in the QDW is a function of the number of 
subscribers in the system (ID code) as well as the complexity of the 
terminal (Word Code & Data). 
For a fixed word-code-data (CD), the cardirfflity of QDW isi 
|QDW| = ioq N   4- \WCDl (2-0 
where N-number of subscribers in the system. 
Similarly t 
|ADWl=lo^N   + |DATA\ (a. 2) 
It is very common not to send back the ID code, in which case the 
answers are identified by the order in which they arrive at the head-end, 
I? 
Master 
reset/ 
enable 
ID code word code data in 
ODW 
ID code Data out 
ADW 
Figure 2.4.Interrogation and Answer digital word, 
Example 
16 
necessarily the same as the order in which the interrogations were 
previously sent.  Thus, 
\ADW| =\Da+a| 
The time used to send one of these data words can be determined 
for a given feeding rate R (bits/second) 
asi 4Q = 
\Qt>V/| 
K (2/0 
where "la and iA are Question and Answer data word length, respectively. 
2.3.2 Answering Time and Delay Time 
The terminals as described in Figure 2.3 can process only one QDW 
at a time; therefore, when designing the System care must be taken to 
avoid overlapping of QDW's by considering the delay time (SR) for the 
ADW to be ready after the CJDW is received. Defining the answering time 
({&)  as the finite time between the reception of the first bit of the 
QDW and the emission of the first bit of the ADW, then: 
*R= to.-*-?* (2-*) 
The value of 5K is mainly determined by the delay time in the 
preamplifier stage of the terminal. 
17 
It must be noted that overlapping of ADW's at the head-end can 
also be avoided by considering a controlling time 5H   in the return path. 
2.4.    Amplifier 
The bidirectional amplifier is generally modularized and can be 
configured in many ways to satisfy specific system requirements. 
In the bidirectional mode the forward and return signals must be 
kept separated. Accordingly, the amplifier case contains built-in 
filters to separate the downstream from the upstream signals ^ . These 
diplexing filters are set in conformity with the split of the bandwidth 
for both paths (subspllt or midsplit). 
Most modern amplifiers are two stage amplifiers in order to keep a 
good relation between gain, noise, figure and cost. AGC return ampli- 
fiers are also available. 
Redundancy is usually provided, especially for use in the trunk 
amplifiers. Either power supply or forward amplifier redundancy, or 
both is installed. Upon failure of either the primary forward amplifier 
or the primary dc supply module, the respective standby module takes over. 
Furthermore, the occurrence of a switchover to a standby module will 
result in an indication (control signal) at the system head-end. The 
failure information is transmitted to the head-end via the return path. 
1.8 
2.4.1 Amplifier Setting 
The setting of the amplifiers in the system is done following the 
requirements of the system regarding TV channels transmission. It has 
been determined that for a flawless picture of studio quality, a video 
signal-to-noise radio of kO db is required, and that a 30 db figure 
(9) 
would suffice for a very good picture v '. The amplifier will have a 
value for the overload level and for its noise figure. The range 
available for amplifier gain will be determined by the relation of these 
values in the system. As the system is made up of a cascade of ampli- 
fiers, the noise power increases proportionaly to the number of ampli- 
fiers. *On the other hand, the overload level of the amplifiers decreases 
as the number of amplifiers in cascade increase (Figure 2.5). Conse- 
quently the maximum allowed gain per amplifier decreases as the number 
of cascaded amplifiers increases. Figure 2.6, shows the maximum gain of 
one amplifier as a function of the number of amplifiers in cascade for 
fixed signal to noise ratio at the end of the system and using the ratio 
of overload level to equivalent input noise to describe the quality level 
of the amplifier. This way of describing the quality of the amplifier 
makes it reasonably independent of actual gain setting of the amplifier. 
dbmv 
maximum 
gain setting 
signal-to- 
noise ratio 
cumulative 
overload 
Equivalent input 
noise 
Number of 
amplifiers 
Figure 2.5. System derating diagram 
to 
100 
Figure   2.6.   Maximum  Gain per amplifier vs.Number  of ampli- 
fiers.   System  S/N  constant. 
1.1 
2.4.2 Optimum Spacing 
Given the S/N ratio for one single stage amplifier, it is degraded 
for a cascade of m identical amplifiers ast 
(S/N)m = \0 log (S/™N) = (S/N X - 10 log (ry.)      [dbl 
where each identical amplifier contributes with the same amount of noise. 
The overload level accumulation is expressed with a similar equation * ' 
ast 
<$>vn  =  $i    V   10 log (w0 Wb3 
Therefore the amplifier dynamic range is derated by a value 20 log (m) for 
a cascade of m single-stage identical amplifiers, and the maximum gain 
per amplifier is expressed ast 
G = Go-20 log Cvn) (2.6a) 
,       . Go/ZO 
Figure 2.6 shows    (2.Co.)    with   Q = 10 .    Since for each number of 
amplifiers there is a particular maximum gain'setting, the system length 
vafl»s ast 
LUb) = rr> . G Cdb) 
From      (2.-6>)      the number of amplifers is 
(GO-GVZ0 .v 
11 
(2.8) has a maximum value, named maximum system length (Lmax), at 
a gain value that is determined ass 
dL_  2303«So-6)/20  Gm z.103        2.303 (Go-G)/20 
thust 
G « 2.303   _. 0 
zo 
GoPt = 9.684  db (2.*?) 
Hence, the optimum spacing for a one stage amplifier in cascade is 
a constant value. It is important to note that in the determination of 
(2.9) it is implicitly assumed that the overload and noise levels of the 
amplifier are independent of the gain setting, such that the optimum 
spacing becomes independent of these values. 
Considering two stages amplifiers, the total output power depends 
on the individual contributions of each stage as ^ 'i 
Pso  Ps.    Psa 
then i 
?S\   4- PSZ- 
but the maximum values are determined by the overload levels 
and the gain setting (Ai , A2.) for each stage, so thati 
Psi = (J)i A2.     ;     Psz. = (J)z. 
23 
replacingi 
p _ (bi 6z Aa 
and for m identical amplifiers in cascadei 
Similarly, given the equivalent input noise per stage (Ni,W2.), the total 
output noise power isi 
Pno = Nt At A2. + NiAz. 
and for m identical amplifiers! 
Pwm= (NIAIAZ -t NzAz )YYI 
Thus the dynamic ranget 
,, -  P^om     _ & 6a  
K
       Pno-m    "  W>iAz.+ (UHUiA\-*-*U)Y^ 
the length of the system is now» 
L=    (AvAO^ (2.8 b) 
from wherei 
TO = -,K^U (2.7 b) 
MATXT) 
and replacingi 
K_ 6> (frz W? CA\ Az) 
WhAz-KtJzK^Av + M \vf tU 
to obtain the optimum spacing, it is necessary to maximize K as a function 
of both Av and Az;  that is t 
24 
$risr= ° 
This process leads to the following equations: 
Al-JlAi (2J0) 
where
* M=N2/N, ;     * = <M>, 
If the two stages are identical,   A\ = A2 = A   , (Pi = Vz. 
from where A = 3.59 Then, 
Gopt - A2 - 12.89 - 11.1 db 
If the second stage has higher overload level, i.e. 6 db increased noise 
and overload level, then from       : 
Gopt = 15 db 
Various other cases can be calculated, but the more important 
practical amplifiers are likely to fall somewhere in between. For every 
particular amplifier, optimum spacing may be determined directly from 
the measured amplifier characteristics, even though optimum spacing, as 
well as amplifier dynamic range, should be part of the specification of 
every CATV amplifier.  Figure 2.7 shows the variation of the system length 
vs. the amplifier gain for the three cases considered. 
2.4.3 Cable 
The classical transmission line is the coaxial cable, which has 
excellent characteristics in bandwidth, transmission constant and physical 
resistance. 
2.5" 
1.0 
0.8 
0.6 
ifferent 
ges 
dentical 
ges 
0.4 
0.2 
10 15 20 25 (db) 
Figure 2.7.Per cent of System length vs. Amplifier gain. 
Optimum spacing. 
zt> 
Since the attenuation of coaxial cable increases with the frequency, 
the length of cable between amplifiers is fixed by equalizing the atten- 
uation at the highest frequency with the gain setting of the amplifier. 
Figure 2.8 shows a qualitative view of the variation of cable attenua- 
tion with frequency. The relation cable attenuation - amplifier gain is 
shown in Figure 2.9, for a 17db spacing. The cable attenuation also 
varies with the temperature, but enough range in the AGC amplifiers on 
the line should take care of this variation. 
27 
(db) 
1b 100 
(Mhz) 
Figure 2.8. cable Attenuation vs. Frequency. 
ie 
20 
15- 
(db) gain 
attenuation 
10 - 
5 - 
10 100 (Mhz) 
Figure 2.9.Matching amplifier gain with cable attenuation 
vs. .frequency. 17 db spacing 
Z9 
3. Delay 
Since the transmission velocity through the cable is finite, there 
will be a finite time spent by the signal traveling in the cable. This 
finite time, expressed as cable delay per unit of length, can be con- 
sidered constant under constant temperature. 
Also there is an amplifier delay, that is constant for similar 
amplifiers, similarly balanced in the system.  Under these definitions, 
we can talk about spacing delay as; 
-ID = dAv + S.dC (3.1) 
where 1 
dA = amplifier delay 
S = spacing length 
dC - cable delay per unit of length 
In practice the separation between amplifiers is usually not exactly 
the designed spacing; however, it is assumed that, on the average, the 
actual spacing approximates the calculated one and that the variations are 
small enough so that they will not introduce significant error when using 
the theoretical value in the analysis. 
Taking the first bit of the QDW and the first bit of the ADW at the 
head-end terminal as references, the total time used in interrogating N 
subscribers in a system can be determined from the parameters already 
defined. 
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3.1. Delay Distribution 
The distribution of subscribers along the line varies considerably 
from system to system, complicating the generalization of the problem. 
Instead of considering the physical location of subscribers with 
respect to the head-end (i.e. density), their "electrical" location can 
be determined by taking their delay-distance from the head-end; thus, 
each terminal will have a delay value attached that completely des- 
cribes its location.  Note that there may be terminals located at the 
same delay-distance from the head-end, even though they are not at the 
same physical position. 
In what follows, there is no need to fit these values to a 
mathematical expression because all the parameters involved can be 
readily determined from the terminal-delay distribution data.  In par- 
ticular, the information required is: the maximum delay in the system 
(D»), the average delay (DEB$ and the total number of terminals (N). 
Further, in some cases it will be necessary to know the number of term- 
inals whose delay-distance is within a given range (Du<Di.<Dv) and the 
average delay among these values (Dav^), 
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3.2. Maximum Delay In The System (DN) 
It should be recalled from(2.^ that there is an optimum spacing 
for any given amplifier and that for spacings different from the optimum 
the numbers of amplifiers in the system will also change. Therefore, 
once the amplifier characteristics are determined, the maximum delay in 
the system is a function only of the system length. 
Recalling that jn is the number of amplifiers in the longest path 
in the system, it will be the number of spacings between the head-end and 
the farthest subscriber. According to the distribution function already 
chosen there are subscribers at all the delay distances, therefore, the 
maximum delay is given byi 
DN = vn to (3.10) 
ori 
DN = vn (dA 4- S.dC ) fe-»ti 
For a given fraction of maximum system length, the spacing (G) is 
determined from Figure 2.7, m, from Figure 2.6, and the spacing length 
(8) from the known cable attenuation (ATT) asi 
s_ _£_ (3.12) b
 ~ ATT v 
replacing (3.12) in (3.11) 
Drt-^m (dA * ^ dC )        (3.13) 
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This method shall be followed in any analysis of the system. 
However,  in order to make the comparison the system is assumed as 
using two-identical-stages amplifiers,  so that G opt = 11 db.    Taking 
G opt as a lower bound for the gain, it can be seen that    L will 
decrease only for increasing G (Figure 2.7).    The curve in Figure 2.7 
may be approximated by a straight line fitted through the points 
(11 db,  1) and (15 db,  0.9)i  where the second point has been estimated. 
Hence,  the equation becomest 
AL = -O.OZ5- G  +   \.Z% C3.1*0 
sot 
r -    AL- l.Zg       _       \-2<8- AL (3 l5\ 
^ "    -0.0ZS- 0-0&5* v " 
and from (3.12)i 
S=   '28-AL. (3.1 fe) 
0015 ATT 
Replacing (3.16) and (3.H)« 
DH = im ( dA   +  U0^kTTdC    > (3-«7) 
Assuming a straight line for G vs m as shown in Figure 2.6, from 
(2.8a) 
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This equation should have a maximum at G ■ 11 db;  thus, 
IOOJCI   =   Gop-t  .   2.303   ft; Z<o 
therefore. (Go~G)/zb 
rn -    \0 
replacingi    (3.15) in (3.19)« 
,n-kCG°-     O.OL5    » 
and finally, replacing (3.20) in (3.17)« 
A. (Cn- IMzAL) 
where; Go = maximum gain of one amplifier 
3.3. Delay Per Terminal (Dt) And Average Delay (Pav) 
The delay-value attached to each terminal is determined from the 
known spacing delay ( 3.1 ) asi 
t>t= vru "tD (3-2l) 
wheret "mru = number of spacings between the head-end and terminal. 
Since there n. terminals located at the same delay-distance Pt, the 
average delay for the systems becomes* 
N 
wherei N » total number of terminals in the system. 
Similarly, the average delay corresponding to any section of the delay 
distribution whose delay-values are greater or less than some given value 
3H 
Dk may be calculated ast 
n , -  ^- **  P-t (3.Z3) 
where t 
is the number of terminals whose delay is greater or less than Dk 
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**■•  Interrogation Time 
The total interrogation time (T) is defined as the total time spent 
in sending aN QDW's and receiving the corresponding aN ADW's, The a 
term stands for softwave redundancy%  in other words, each QDW will be 
sent a times to each subscriber in order to increase reliability in the 
answer. 
Physically, T is the time interval from the instant the first bit 
of the first QDW is just coming out of the head-end output terminals to 
the instant the last bit of the last ADW has just been received at the 
head-end. 
4.1. First Method. Question by Question 
In this method, each QDW is sent right after the ADW corresponding 
to the previous QDW received. Then, the delay attached to the subscriber! 
(Di^ can be defined as half the total time between the emission of the 
first bit of QDWi at the head-end output terminals and the reception of 
the first bit of ADW. at the head-end. Mathematicallyi 
DL=4T C 2^10 + U ) (4-0 
wheret m\.   = number of spacings between the head-end and terminal; 
to   - spacing delay (Eq.   3.1) 
itK ■» terminal answering time.   (Eq.  2.5) 
Since the head-end waits for the answer to the previous question 
3fc 
before sending the next question, the pause between QDW's , named "t^a 
will bei 
for different subscribers, and 
UQ= 2DL C-*) 
for the same subscriber (recall that there is a redundancy «.). 
Therefore,  the total interrogation time (Ti) is» 
or 
Ti= aNU   +   2QI DL (4.5") 
where the ADW length has been included, showing that the entire answer 
must be received before the next question is sent. 
For a known delay distribution, the summation (5L) term, may be 
eliminated from (^-.5) by substituting the average delay (§ 3.3)* 
a I DC = ZN DQV 4- M -fcp. (4.fc) 
to obtaini 
Ti = aM-tA +• 2aN Dav -V a*4 t* 
and applying (2.5) 
Ti = a.H CtA4-tQ -V -SR + 2.Dew (4.7) 
However, the pause between ADW (-£AA) has to be at least equal to the 
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resolution time at the head-end  ( JH),   SO that +AQ. has to be recalculated 
accordingly.     The relationship between pauses can be expressed as: 
(Figure 4.4; 
"U« - tAA •= t* - "to. 
so that if 4&A is to be chosen to be exactly SH , them 
kowr, = 4A--to + Su 
but by definition of the method, iAa is given by (4.2) and (4.3).  Thus, 
since (4.8a) cannot be always fulfilled, the required value of 4A<2 may be 
expressed in terms of a reference terminal at a delay, Dj; where: 
such that 
Therefore, (4.7) is valid only if the closest terminal has a delay Dj. 
Another particular solution for Ti occurs in case that: 
min is given by (4.9a), and the total interrogation time becomes: 
(Figure 4.1) 
Ti = (OVA-0 (-to. ± Ua) +- ZDji + tA 
where D* is the delay to the last terminal interrogated; assuming that 
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iHead-end 
-tc&      —^ -> 
i^om,    l*QDV/, 
  
o^QIW k 
a*hABV^ 
t-o 
\&ttowM i^aw/, 
t=t» 
-t=b 
figure   4.1.   Determination  of total   interrogation  time, 
Method  I. 
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the last terminal interrogated is located at the maximum delay them 
2Dj? =   2DN + ia   + Se. 
and Ti becomes i 
T» - QN +A + to + (QM-OSH 4- 5R + 2DN (4.ll) 
A more general result is available for Ti.     Naming Ki the number of 
subscribers whose delay is less than Dj,  the total interrogation time for 
Method I becomesi 
TtJL= [aKiU + ta +   Ca*i- 0  5H + SR 4-2 Dj ]   + 
4- [a CN-Ki) CU + tQ 4-5* 4- 2Dav, H 
where the first term represents terminals "closer than" Dj for which the 
maximum fAQ is 2 Dj, and the second term represents terminals for which 
is determined solely by waiting for the answers.    Dav,  is the average de- 
lay for the terminals "farther than" Dj.    Rearranging* 
Ti«L = AN-U -V- (QN + O tQ  4- (aN4- 1) JR-5H + aN(2D<w») + 20j 4- 
-aKi (SR-SH 4- tea 4- £ Dav») (4.12a) 
Further,  it shall be noted that -tAOi cannot be less than 5R ,  because all 
the QDW^B pass through each terminal for ID checking.     Thus,   (^,15a) 
applies if, -U--fcQ + SH^Sft;  if not, 
-tAQ = 5ft. \       -£AA = SR 4- 4:Q —trA 
^0 
Hence, 
Til = [(a Ki - 0( to * JO + 2 Dj +  to \ SR \ U] + 
and rearrangingi 
"T\i = (aN + 0*A + aNia -VaN^R + QN (2LDavi)4- ZDj + 
-aK. (tA+2t)av,) ^AZb) 
Note here that (4.12a) and (4.12b) are symmetrical if the forward 
and return paths are symmetrical, i.e., 3R=SH, 
This method offers the advantage that the equipment needed to control 
the order and timing of the interrogation process is quite simple, 
implying low cost. 
4.2. Second Method. Questions In Stream 
A second method of operating the system consists of sending the 
questions one after the other with a minimum possible pause (4AQ) between 
them.  Now, the head-end computer has to control "tAGi and the order in 
which questions are sent and recognize the answers as received.  It is 
assumed that the addresses (ID code) for the subscribers have been sorted 
by delay and the interrogation follows that order. 
<V 
4.2.1 Pause Between QDW's 
As it was mentioned before, each terminal is interrogated CL times; 
therefore, the time between question replications must be sufficient to 
permit the previous reply to leave the terminal. 
In order to fulfill this condition, (Figure 4.2) 
-UQL + tea = "tR-V ifi, 
so: 
UQL - tn + tA- -fcet (4.13a) 
but -tR=SR + -t(3i (see§ 2.3.2), thens 
The pause between ADW is thenj 
W: = JR 4- tQ (M<0 
these are the minimum values;  therefore,  including guard time the 
equations becomei 
tAAL -  5R 4 "ta -V- t^ 
(4.15) 
•fcAGU = SR 4- tk  + t& 
The minimum pause between QDW (i^Q) for different terminals becomes 
limited by <5R ,  the delay at the subscriber terminal,  for every QDW passes 
through the terminal for ID checking.    Furthermore,  the minimum pause 
between ADW  (-t*>A) is limited by the resolution time at the head-end Stt . 
Hence, ^Aa yy jH . ^A >y £H (4.lfe) 
v   terminal 
t*Q(. 
-fc=0 
QDWa QOV/I 
 » 
QW/z 
-t—-fcl 
i*t» 
ADW» 
-{-, = tA.Q -v- -ta = "tR-v- hf< 
Figure  4.2.   Determination  of   +**;..Method  II 
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However, both minimum values do not necessarily occur simultaneously. 
If one fixest 
-fcAGl = 3R (4.17d) 
then 4AA becomes: (Figure 4.3a) 
but 4:AA must be^.JH, so that from(4.17b), it should bei 
JR. + -tq - 4: A > Sw 
on 
-ta- -U > Su-S* (4.t8o) 
On the other hand, if (4.18a) is not satisfied, then-bAA has to be chosen 
to be at least as large as 3u, 
UA - SH *■»* 
in which case,-t^<a becomesi (Figure 4.4) 
and since-tAGi must be^§R, them 
or» 
t<a--U ^ SU-SK (fusb) 
which is merely a restatement of (4.18a) unsatisfied. Therefore, if one 
is to assume minimum values the following conditions applyi 
v
 terminal 
^&Q\ 
QDV^ QDW, 
U o 
QDW2 
-tl = -to.+-t^QL 
-t, = 3u -\--tRAr-tA, 
AI>W\ 
Figure  4.3.   Determination  of -ta-ai. .   Method  II 
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terminal 
QDWi 
QDW2 
— ±AA 
ADWi 
t=.ti 
 1 
i 
 i -t—-ti 
ADWjt 
ll - -tAQ + "to + t* 
Figure   4.4.   Determination  of  t*o. .Different   terminals, 
Kethod  II. 
*\b 
For -fcca-tA >5u - ^B, tAQwm = SR 
For        -ta--tA< SH--JR UQYYUTI^ ^H-IQ+U 
For "ta- tA = "SH -"SR j.AnvRlfl_r. 
In general (4.17) (4.19) (4.20) can be expressed as: 
(A.17) 
(4.19) 
(4.zo) 
(H.2) 
4.2.2    Total Interrogation Time Determination ^ 
From Figure 4.5, Tit becomes: 
Substituting t&QL and tit by their values:   (4.13) (2.5) 
Ta= (N-I)UQ +aWtQ + tA [N (a- 1) 4- l] + SK [N (a-l)-hl] +2DN 
(4.ZZ) 
Assuming that(4.17)holds: 
T2\ =  aN -ba + -t^ \_N (a- \) + t] 4- SR aN   + ZE>N (*U3) 
On the other hand,  if (4.19) holds: 
T« = -ta^M(Q-0+l] i OV4U +  SR [N (Q-\) 4- \\ + Sv*U"l)4-2Dw 
If the forward and return paths are symmetrical i.e. , ^="5^, (4.23) 
and(4,24)become symmetrical also.    Furthermore,  if the affect of {AQL   is 
deleted by making a = 1,  then T21 = T22 = T2.     However,  since the analysis 
should be kept in general form,  both values shall be considered when 
Ml 
Head-end 
-t = 0 
l**QBW\ 
aihQDWM 
-tft.Q i^Ql I 
l5tQDWi       d^QDWi       rdQDWi       ls*GK>Wt 
-*- (N - 0 ^ wa ■*- COL- \") 0:Q 4-t AQi.) 
IZZL t = "tz- "t\ -V 2-DH *--k*4--i* 
Figure  4.5.   Determination  of total   interrogation  time. 
Method II. 
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comparing the interrogation time with other methods. 
This method (either case) is faster than Method I; however, it is 
also more expensive, not only because of the equipment needed to control 
the order and timing of the interrogation process, but also because of 
the pre-processing required to sort and store terminal addresses by 
delay. 
4-. 3. Third Method. Combination 
A combination of the first and second methods consists of sending 
the a repetitions to a terminal; then waiting for the answers before 
sending the next a repetitions to the next terminal. 
4.3.1 Pause Between QDW's 
The pause between QDW's for the same terminal (-tAQi) remains that 
given by(4.13l The pause between QDW's for different terminals (+AQ) has 
to be recalculated, however. 
When analyzing the first method, the "signal" (for terminals farther 
away than Dj) for sending the next QDW was that the ADW corresponding to 
the last QDW sent had been received. Assuming that the "signal" to send 
QDW.  , is the reception of the first ADWi (out of a), t&Q becomesi 
(Figure 4.6) 
4AQ 
Head-end 
4^QL 
lstaDWi+1 Q^QXMi £ndQDWL lsiQDW; 
t=0 
lsiQDWi+1 
-t = -fci 
l5lADWL a^ADWl 
__-.t-b! 
4i =■ a-to. + Co.- 0 i^a^ A- i &a 
±i = ZDl + -fc* 
Figure  4.6.   Determination  of   -t^o..Method  lll.i*lrst  approach 
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+AQ = 2 DC - a-tQ (4.25) 
Substituting (4.13) 
UQ -2DL- (a-2)U- (a-\) SR- a-ta     (A.Zfc) 
It is clear that to avoid overlapping of QDtf*s,( 4.16)has to be satisfied. 
Thus, it must bei 
2Di - (a-Z) +A - (a-\) 5R - aia £ 5R 
on 
2DL^ (a-Z")tA + aUa-v-SO   = 2DK (M"7) 
Since (4.2?) cannot be always satisfied,  there are two values for +*■«; 
namely t 
-fcAQ = 2DL-Ca-2HA- (a-l)SR-cxtQ {or        2Dt>2D*    (4.22) 
and 
■fed = 5R $or        2Di ± 2DK   1^-29) 
In this case,  the total interrogation time (T3) is a function of 
the system parameter Dk, which depends upon the particulars of tQ,  tA and 
3R.    This dependence is a consequence of the decision to transmit the 
next QDW before the receipt of all the ADWfs corresponding to the previous 
QDW.     If, however,  the next QDW is sent only after all the ADW's from the 
previous set are received (a of them),  then an upper bound for T3 may be 
determined.    Hence, as shown in Figure 4.7i 
+AQ = 2Dt -V- a (.+*—t<a) -V Ca- \) (-UAL - t^QC) 
5\ 
Head-end 
iAGL 
-UZ _     .       
I^QDW^,        a^QOvJi ^aDWi l5tQDW 
    -^AQi. 
-t=o 
____[ +AAi. <  
l5tM)Wj. Z^/WWi a^ADWi 
-t=-t> 
t= -h 
-tj - 2D;. + Q.-tA> +(a- Q-UNL 
Figure  4.7. Determination  of   -t^o. .Method III.Upper bound, 
SI 
Substituting from (4.13)  (4.14) 
and from (4.8}  the pause between ADW's ist 
but "tA* has to be at least 5H»  SO that it should bet 
This equation cannot always be satisfied;  therefore, tAQ shall be re- 
defined as given by (4.17) (4.19) (4.20) for 2D±<l»t and by (4.30) for 
2.Di^SH. 
4.3.2    Total Interrogation Time Determination 
The total interrogation time can be determined asi  (Figure 4.8) 
Applying (4.13b) and (4.30), and rearranging! 
T3= (OL-OM Ua+S<0 + aMtAs -V- 21201 (4.32) 
Substituting (4.6) as» 
M 
2L DL = 2NDav +  NUQ-V-SR) 
(4.32) becomesi 
T3=OLH (-fca-VS* + t*v)4-2NI>aM (4.33) 
This solution is valid only if the closest terminal has a delay 
^Ju/2,.    The general solution for T3 can be determined by considering the 
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Head-end 
i=o 
lstaDWi+,       dfwQDWi Z^QDWt l^QDW,; 
Z^GKH+i       lstQDW^ 
-t=-ti 
dfhM)Wi 
±=-U 
a4hADWn 
-ti = crta 4- (a-i)-tAQi 4- iaa 
Figure 4.8.Determination of total interrogation time 
Method III 
5H 
number of subscribers,   K3,   whose delay  is less than Sw/2 ;   such that, 
if  (4.17) is satisfied,   the total interrogation time is: 
T31 =[aK3-t<a+- 1A (to(a-0 + 0 4- QKSSR + SHI + 
■V[a(N-K3)(tQ+-SR+-tA) 4-2 (N-K3)DaV3l 
where Dav„ is the average delay for the terminals  "farther than" 
Rearranging (4.35)* 
T3i =■ aN ta + (a N 4-1) -U   +• ON SR. 4- SU   4- 2 K D<W3 4- 
'K3  (fA  + ZT>Avi) 
Similarly,  if  (4.17) is not satisfied 1 
T32. =  (QM4I) -te 4 a^-tA  4-   (aM+ l) J"R 4-2NDAV3 4- 
-K3 O - *H 4- 4Q 42Dav3) ^ 
Note here that both equations are symmetrical whenever 5R=^V* 
This method offers an alternative speed-cost trade-off.  The 
equipment needed to control the order and timing of the interrogation 
process is as simple as in Method I, but the interrogation speed can be 
increased several times, with the advantage over the second method that 
the terminal's addresses do not have to be sorted by delay. 
5tr 
4.4.  Fourth Method. Questions in Stream With 31ock Grouping 
The following method is proposed in order to avoid the necessity 
for sorting the terminal addresses by delay. 
In the delay distribution, the delay values are grouped in M 
equal width sections (Figure 4.9).  The group of terminals whose delay 
falls within the limits of the section m constitutes the block .  Then, 
— m 
the blocks are arranged in order of delay such that no terminal in 
block , is interrogated before any members of block , but the terminals 
m+k ° ' m' 
belonging to the block    can be interrogated in any  order.     In order to 
assure that order within a block is immaterial, "£"A<a must be made 
sufficiently large. 
4.4.1    Pause -Between QDW's 
The pause between Q£)W for the same terminal is still given by  (4.13b) 
as j 
4AGU   ^   SR +*A 
On the other hand, the pause between SJDW for different terminals in 
the same block (i&arn)» can ^e derived by taking the worst case; namely, 
consecutive interrogation of the farthest and then the nearest terminal 
in a block.  Thus, (Figure 4.10): 
WW-UAM = a C4A-la) -I- (a-I) (4AA£ - *AGU ) + 2 ±e> (fl.37*.) 
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''^terminals 
-■h 
n^. 
VH       Del 
Block 1 
I     . t        f 
Block       Block     ,    Block., 
ra m  k M 
ay 
Figure 4.9.Delay distribution of terminals. Block 
definition. 
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terminal 1 
I Mi tt>Q\. 
lsiQDW»        ofwQOW2 Z^QDWz      lstQDW2l 
HZ] 
tAAw MS*ADVJI 
athAJ)Wi ' 
I 
I 
t|V= 2-tb + "tfi -V a-tA + (a-»)-taA'L + -tfcAwi 
-te 
terminal, 
-t=o 
Mi 
Figure4.10.Determination  of t^a.   Blocks  in  stream. 
Method  IV. 
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substituting "tAQL;  and 4AAL j 
-Uavn-tAAw = 4A-4Q.+ 2 4& (4.37b) 
The minimum pause between QDW and ADW are given by (4.16) asi 
4AQ>5* • UA>SH (<Mfc) 
If 4AQ is fixed asj 4AQYn = Sft   ;  then from (4.37b)« 
4AATTI = -tAQ-m 4"  4&-4A -2 4*6 
4 A A\« =. 3R - 2 4e 4- 4<a. - 4A 
but accordingly with (4.16),  it has to be* 
ER~ 2te-\- ta-tA > SH 
or» 
ta- 4A  > 5H - 5* 4- 2 t& (4.3ga) 
If (4.3Ba ) does not hold, 4AA may be fixed asj   5AA»T> = S"H  ;  in which case, 
from (4.37b)j 
4Aatn — 5H +■ 4A - 4a +1 4e 
and it has to bei     (4.16) 
3H + 4A-t<a +Z4e > SR. 
or« 
which holds when (2*. 38a ) does not.      In   conclusion! 
For to.- 4A > "Sv+ -"SR -V 24& 4AQOT     = XR 
^ (4.39) 
4**1*^= S*-K4a-4A,)-2{:e> 
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For   "t<2--tA < SH -£«, 4- -be> 
Win 
Mo) 
For   -t<2 - tA = SH - 5R + Zie> iAQ
^iv, ^ ^ 
**
Aw,
n»m 
=SK 
&4l) 
andt 
-tAQw - "^AA™ = "U- +e -V 2-tft (4.37) 
4.4.2 Pause Between QDW For Different Blooks (-Ufl) 
The worst case (largest) value for 4A<2 occurs when consecutively- 
interrogating the farthest terminal of one block and then the closest 
terminal of the next farther block. This condition is in fact, the same 
as that previously calculated for the maximum variation within a block 
(4.39) (4.40). Hence, 
\UQ = -t&.am 
4.4.3    Total Interrogation Time Determination 
The total interrogation time (T4) is determined as«     (Figure 4.1l)i 
M-i , 
T*\ =• T \ -Ua + Km {(a-1) ±*QL 4- a-ta] -V (KM - I) *AQ w \ -V- 
+ Kw[(a-l")i&Qi 4- a-tci] + (KM-0 -tAQyn+ 2,Da--t<a \ +A^tR 
wherei  Km = number of terminals in the blcok m 
KM = number of terminals in the farthest block (block M) 
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Head-end 
PtQDWu 
i*aw^, 
I^QDW, Ml 
a*KQDW UK 
i=0 
t^tA 
a*"ADWm 
DWij=  data word   j   of "block  i 
Km= #  terminals  in block m 
H - ia + KM [(a-0+AQL+ a-to] + (Kfi-O-foQvn- -ta 
Figure  4.11 .-Determination  of  total  interrogation  time, 
Method  IV. 
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DM   has been included,  taking the worst case,  namely that the last 
terminal interrogated is the farthest terminal.     Since +AQw = tAGif 
T4 = 2LKxntAQ+ £vtm[(a-\) tAQc +- ata] 4- ZDN - +Q -V 4:A-+AQ A- -t* 
t 
By definition,    /I ^xr' ~ ^ t  therefore: 
TA= CN-\)tAQ -V  HCa-Oi&QL  +   Na+Q + 2DN--l:aA-tA 4-tR 
Substituting  tkQL by  (4.13b) and tR = tQ+-Sk. 
~ft=. U-0-tAQ4-aKHQ -\- [U(Q-\)+\] U + QM 5R +  ZON (4^2) 
There are two values of T4 corresponding to the two possible minimum 
values of IAQ,    Therefore, for   4AQ = 5R,   (4.49)  (4.51)» 
1^1 =aH 4a+-I M(a-0-1-l] tA   -V-   aN 5*   -V2D* (^3) 
and for     -VAQl =•  Stt - (-to. - t A ) 4- 2. Ifc    '• 
"fiz. = [N (a-l) 4-1] +<a +• aM +A + QM^R ->- (N-D 
It should be clear that (4.4-3) is identical to (4.23),  which implies that 
if  (^.39)  (4.51) holds,  the width of the blocks is so small (number of 
blocks so large) that sorting the blocks by delay is the same as sorting 
the terminals, and T4 becomes T2.    Therefore, block grouping has mealing 
only for the condition given in (4.40) and the total interrogation time 
becomes t 
"ft = \U(a-\)-V-l] +Q + aH trA A- aNk -\-  (N-DSH- \ 2D* -4- tM-i)2-te» 
and since  -tB- DN/H (4.44) 
T4 =U(Q-0-\- \]tca A- QN+A -VQNSR + CM-0 5H 4-2DH (\4- j*-l ) 
and the minimum values of pause arei 
+ AQyni-n  =   "Su 4- iA - ^Q -V 2 tB '•>       tAAwim =   S"H (4-40) 
4.5.     Fifth Method.  Combination .  Blocks 
Another method can be defined which is a combination of waiting and 
streaming.     In this case, all the RTR's of the block are interrogated and 
all the corresponding answers are received before interrogating any other 
block. 
4.5.1    Pause Between QDW's 
The limits already given for  {TAQJ and tAQm under Method IV still 
hold,  because this part of the process does not change;  however, -fc&<a. has 
to be recalculated asi     (Figure 4.12) 
wherei    tm =• delay-distance from head-end to the nearest terminal in 
block m 
Tm = Total interrogation time for the block m,  given as» 
lw=(Km-l)[atQ-Ka-\HAat + -Uam] + CcHK-ta-VtAai) +2im+-\-fA4 fR 
tm ^ delay-distance from head-end to the farthest terminal in 
block m. 
By definition of the block division» 
Thus, 
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Head-end 
Block I 
m i 
:m 
I....CZJ 
Z^OWm,      is*atw, m> 
l^ADW, mvk 
a^APWwY 
IZZL__ 
*i=-t vr» 
4:2.-   -tl+Tm   = txn  -v-Tvn 
Figure  4.12.Determination  of   t&o.   .   Method   V 
i-0 
rt=-t3 
M 
Ttn = (K™-\)[Q±Q -KQ-IHAQ- -^-tAQwl + Ca-OUQA-tAQi)^21^^-^^4-^ 
applying   ^4.13b) and  tR =  tQ +    5R 
Tm = U™-\) *AawV-Kvn\.Qta-V-(a-O^A + (a-i)SR] + jR *-tA+2m±B      C^7) 
Therefore, 
-ITAQ - (K™- 0 4AQ„, + KY« [a+Q -v- (a-1) M A- (a- \)S*] + 1* V -U 4- 24B (Zm-l) 
4.5.2 Total Interrogation Time Determination 
The total interrogation time is given byj (Figure 4.13) 
"TV =• X. +Asi 
where,   -t&Q is given by  (4,4b).     Substituting, 
15" = Z l(K^" 0-Uaw 4-Kw\a*Q + (a-\)tA -V (a-l)5t^j ^jR + tA + 
applying       £_ KYH = U j £ W = M (M4-0 
Tar= [N-M] iWiw +  (aN- M4-0 tc* + [fsl (a-\) -\- l*|]-tA + QN SR + Z+B (MZ)   (449U) 
Since the considerations about the two values of "tAQmexplained in$4.4.3 
also apply herei  -t&QYtt is given by (^t4o), and substituting! 
but,  t3 =^-by definition of a block.  Then: 
Ts- = [N (Q.- 0 A- iUa * aU 5*+ aHtA •*- CN- M)Su 4- ZDH (M- \ -V- ii ) fa0) 
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Head-end 
-1 = 0 
lstQDW„ 
a4wADW, IK 
-t = "tl 
ls*QDW2l 
a*hAfctoA 
•fc=-U 
MKM 
Block.   Block,    . 
a. i i + 1 ^lock m 
M 
Figure   4.13.Determination  of total  interrogation  ti 
Method   V me, 
6b 
For M = 1   i 
Ts= \N(a-\Hl]ta +■ aN fa.  4- Q^-LA \- (N~05H UDNK 
this equation shows that T5 = T4 for 11 = 1 as should be expected, 
4.6.  Sixth Method. Interrogation Of blocks In Arbitrary Order. In Stream 
This method is another means of providing total freedom in the order 
of interrogation*.  This method uses the same block division already- 
explained in Method IV but without the requirements for sorting the 
blocks by delay. 
4.6.1 Pause Between QDW's. Method VI 
Since the performance of the system within a block is the same as 
in Methods IV and V, the values of -tAaj. and -Uayn are readily determined 
by (4.13b) and (4.40) respectively. 
To determine "t&a , care must be taken to avoid overlapping of ADW's, 
even in the worst case of interrogation order.  This worst case would 
occur when interrogating the last block before the first one.  Then, 't&Q. 
is given by:  (Figure 4.14) 
"LQ. > Uas" (w-M) - RM[ota A- (Q-0 4:AGU -V- rAavn] + tAQ.™     (4-54) 
*Kethod I is also in this category. 
Head-end 
—-U H 
:^Q. 
|staDW» d^QDW. MK. \slQDWM| 
!&tQDWu 
alN&DW, VlK 
^lockp. 
i = 0 
-t= -fcl 
4-=±: 
ti = KM laL-ta -v(a-1) -UQL] + (KM-0toa™ + -t&a 
Figure   4.14.Determination  of Ua   .Method  VI 
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where   "t&a5 is given by  (k.k8) with m = M.     Hence, 
Ua5 = Hn (a-l) ta 4 KM(OH) 5R 4 QKM^A 4- CK*-l) 5u -V 
4 UM + zn-fc)2±6 
substituting in (4.64) and applying (4.13b) and (4.IJ0): 
4.6.2 Total Interrogation Time. Method VI 
Since the order of interrogation is arbitrary there is no way of 
making a graphical representation; however T6 can be derived analytically. 
The necessary time to send all the QDtf's measured at the head-end output 
terminals is given by: 
h = LJKM[aia^ Ca-0 W| + (Kvn-0W,}-K*-0W      (*.«) 
Additionally,   time must be allowed for the last ADW  (corresponding to the 
last QDW sent) to reach the head-end input terminals after the elapse of 
time tl.     This additional time is given as: 
wherei    Di = delay to the last terminal interrogated 
Thus,   "!£,-= -fcv 4- -fcz.      ,  and applying ( 4.5$ and  (4,57): 
Tfc»5[{KM[<xia-\. (a-\)UQt] 4- (YV»-\)-tAGw] 4- (fi-Otaa 4-tA + 
- -ta 4- 2Di 
The value 2D.   can only be assumed,   knowing that the upper bound is 
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2DL=2.D»»-V t«..  In order to make T6 minimum, (with respect to Dl), 
the lower bound value is assumed*.  Therefore, applying (4.13D), (/f./fOA 
{^,55)  and the assumed value of Dij 
T«, =   2tM \^- + 2 (M-^)] -V KM (*-l) (tG-tA) + (M-M) lu -\- ^ ^} 
M 
where the relations, TB^-J^-and /  \<m-N have been applied. 
*This implies that the last terminal interrogated in any sequence is 
always  one  of the monitors at the head-end.     This constraint is easily 
fulfilled by simply programming the system so that the last block 
interrogated is the closest one, 
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5. Conclusions. 
5.1. Comparison of Total Interrogation Times 
The total Interrogation tiaes have to be compared under equal 
conditions, which requires some assumptions. 
The number of terminals in the system is assumed large ( N >M ) and 
the resolution time at the terminals (Sfi) is assumed always to be small 
compared to other parameters of the system (i.e. tA, tat DN, Dav). On 
the other hand, the resolution time at the head-end (SH), may include 
some processing, making SU^'Sft; however, if there is little or no 
processing, 5HftSR. Thus 5» is either y> ^R or x 5R . 
The values of the QDW length (tQ) and ADtf length (tA) are always 
In the same range but their difference (ltQ - tAl) is greater than 5R. 
Usually tQ>tA, because the ADW does not include the ID code, but tA 
may be > tQ, especially when the ADW does include the ID code.  In 
either case, (tA + tQ)is on the order of the maximum delay value in the 
system (DN). 
Two extreme conditions are to be considered with respect to the 
terminal delay distribution functioni concentration of subscribers 
close to the head-end ( Dav « 4A-V-W'£ t>N ), and concentration of sub- 
scribers far from the head-end ( DQV/ ~ -U-vtrGi *2. DN ). A third condition 
corresponds to uniform distribution of subscribers (Dav^ -^ ). 
* <:less than but close to. 
-n 
Al.- -fca>"U 
Bt.- "SH - JK 62T 5H»5R 
CI.-DW^'DH CarDaV« DM C3:D<w^ CI.-Dav'tDN C2rI>av4<D* C3.-l>kwft«l 
T,nr T3 ¥' T3Z T\3L „ \ T3Z~ \*3|^ 
I,E Tzi 
Tl   r~n 
Til 4>£>l TzsT Is* TJ2~ 
n,m 
121 Tzi Tzi 12? «l*i 3-3215^ Tzi 
IE, 3T ^5M TM 
E^YT 3k £l 
X   VI Ts
-
 ~ \ 
3E IV Ill   >l Tzz 
Table 5.1 a.-comparison of Total interrogation times.Results, 
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A2T iA>ta 
6.1 .- SH * SR K; SH»SR 
cir"ftw * D* C2rDav^<I>N C3.-Dav^^ CI.-T)AV*±DH CZrDav/^Prj ar'&vix^r 
I,Iff 
T32 2-      T3Z T3Z T3i 
Til ^ | 
T#~ T32 
i,n 
Tzz 
3?^~2 Tzz Tzz TLZ 1** Tzz    *" 
3r.,m 
TZ2 
2>^>\ Tzz Tzz 
3^-2. 
T2z- «1" Tzz 
IV ,v ?* 
IV,VI 
^ 
Y,YI %^ 
H,w Tzz £*> 
Table 5.1b.-Comparison of Total interrogation times.Results 
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Therefore, any arbitrary distribution may be considered as a combination 
of these three cases. 
In addition to these assumptions, the following considerations 
apply when comparing the various block-grouping interrogation methodsi 
the number of blocks (M) is always much less than the number of termin- 
als | however, at the same time M is » 1 so that the number of terminals 
in any block (Km) is much less than N. 
Applying these assumptions, the range of variation of the ratios 
of the total interrogation times can be calculated for the different 
conditions given. Basically, the preceeding methods fall into two 
classes} one in which terminals are arranged into blocks having a com- 
mon delay range; and the other In which blocking is not used. To com- 
pare both classes, the fastest methods of interrogation for each class 
already determined in Chapter k are used (I.e. Method II and Method IV). 
The results are shown in Tables 5.1a and 5.1b, where the sublndex of 
the parameter T indicates the equations used for each condition, and 
the right hand limit of the range (if there is such) corresponds to 
the maximum redundancy considered (a - 3). 
These six methods of interrogation presented (Chapter IV) do 
not pretend to exhaust the possibilities; however, they represent the 
*See Appendix. 
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basic principles such that other methods would be variations and 
combinations of these six. 
Choosing the method for a system depends upon the particulars 
of each system. Usually the task is to reach the lowest cost possible 
for the speed of interrogation required in the particular application. 
The cost in equipment and maintenance Increases with the timing 
control needed at the head-end and with the need for sorting the 
terminals by delay. On this premise, Methods 1 and 111 are the less 
expensivei followed by Methods VI and V} with Methods IV and II as the 
most expensive. 
Taking Method I as a reference, the relative speed of the other 
methods can be represented as a function of the redundancy (a). 
Figures 5.1 a, b, c and d, represent these variations for the differ- 
ent conditions | the data has been taken from Tables 5,1a and b, so that 
it is a qualitative representation under the indicated conditions. 
From Figure 5.1a, where conditions Al (tQ>tA) and Bl (no pro- 
cessing included in SH) apply, Method III offers no advantage over 
Method I for the no redundancy condition (a ■ l), as should be expected; 
therefore, if a method faster than I is needed, Method II is the pre- 
ferred alternative. However, if redundancy is required (ja. - 3)» 
Method III represents an alternative under condition Cl (DavcDH) 
15 
or.ci 
At ,61 o 
I.ci 
IE.C2.C3      i 
At, ex 
n.ci 
3a 
-7" 
ex 
CQ) (*>) 
nrxri 
A2,fc\ 
CO 
ir.ci 
nr.ca i 
3     a 
A2, 81 
E.CI 
(A) 
Figure5.1.-Comparison of Total interrogation times.Results 
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which should be considered when increasing the speed is necessary. 
Under B2 (processing included in 5H), the gain in speed with 
Method II decreases so as to make Method III the proper choice under 
condition Cl (a - 3). Method III also represents an alternative 
under C3 (uniform distribution).  (Figure 5.1b) 
Under A2 (tA tQ) is satisfied, with no processing included in 
2N(B1), the results under conditions Al and Bl are similar, with the 
difference that Method III (used with redundancy) represents an alter- 
native not only for Cl (Dav DN) but also for C3 (uniform distribution). 
As processing time is included in 5H, the gain in speed with 
Method II is decreased and Method III becomes an alternative to be 
considered for increasing speed in systems with redundancy. 
Although Method III was defined as a partlcularlzatlon of Method 
I, to increase the apeed of interrogation (for a>l) with little 
sacrifice in cost, the results show that in many cases the gain in 
speed is quite small or even negative. However, it may be inferred 
from the results that Method III provides better relative speed when 
the maximum delay in the system is much larger than other parameters 
(i.e. DN»tQ) and the terminals are concentrated at the far end of 
the system (DavsDN); especially if the head-end processes each ADM 
as received (Su^S*). 
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Method II Is, indeed, the fastest method; but, since its cost 
is also much higher than Method I and III, one must consider carefully 
the relative importance of speed. Particularly when the terminals are 
concentrated closed to the head-end (Dav«DN) and /or each ADV is pro- 
cessed as received ( 3H » SR. ), the increase in interrogation speed 
is lower and it could be disadvantageos in the speed-cost trade-off 
to apply Method II. 
The relative interrogation speed variation of the methods under 
the blocking procedure is not shown in Figures 5.1» because it is known 
that their interrogation speed is less than, but very close to Method 
II (II^IVSV^VI). Since all these methods (blocking procedures) 
are less expensive than Method II, it can be concluded that under the 
given conditions, Methods IV, V or VI are better choices whenever 
Method II is the potential solution. One exception to the former 
statement may occur when the block width (tB) necessary to satisfy (*f.40) 
under Al (tQ>tA) is so large (this implies SH^JR., -U»*A ) that for 
short systems the assumptions M»l and Km«N are no longer valid. 
In such a case, the decrease in speed is larger than that shown in 
Tables 5.1» and Method II is an alternative to consider. 
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APPENDIX 
A.l. Comparison of Total Interrogation Times 
General Assumptionsi 
(a) The number of terminals is very large. N»l 
(b) The values of tQ and tA are in the same range, but 
|(tQ - tA)| > Sn.    Also their sum is on the order of the maximum delay 
of the system* (tQ + tA^DN.  It may be, either AlitQ>tA or A2,tA>tQ 
(c) The resolution time at the head-end ( S« ) is either approxi- 
mately equal to So. or much greater than <fa. 
(d) The resolution time at the terminals is always small com- 
pared to other parameters of the system. ( 5ft small) 
(e) The distribution of terminals along the system is considered 
for three extremal 
Cl. Concentration of subscribers around the maximum delay 
of the system. Dav^tA + tQ^DN 
02 . Concentration of subscribers close to the head-end. 
Dav <.< U + tQ *% DN 
9\ 
C3 . Uniform distribution of subscribers. Dav « *Q* A £ ^L 
(f) The number of blocks (M) is much less than the number of 
terminals (N), and the number of terminals in any block (Km) is much 
less than N. Also (4.40) is always satisfied; M«N{ K™<c<N 
A.l.l. Conditions Al, Bl. 
Al . -tavt*       ',    *>\ • S*~ 5* ■ 
1.1.1 Methods I and III, Under Al, Bl, 2 Dj (4.8b) becomes negative, 
which implies thatt 
Di>Dj 
and Tl is given by (4.7).    Since the value of   SR»5H is assumed small, 
them 
DL > §- 
so that T3 is given by (4.33).    Therefore, taking the ratio of Tl to 
T3i 
T3   ~~   oN  (t*-V  taVSR.") A- 2MSav 
3j_ _    ^   ^    2(a-Q t>ov (|) 
applying Cl and di 
T»     „    j  +     2(a-\) 
T3   ~    ' (a+2) 
32 
Thus,      I ^ ^L "tl as a varies from 1 to 3. T3 - 
Applying C2,     Jl $: \      for \ ^ a ^3 
and applying C3 and (d) in (l) 
T3   ~   '    '      (aA-1) (tcn-t^ 
Thus,     JL ■$: |      as a varies from 1 to 3 
T3 "~ 
1.1.2    Methods I and II - Tl is still given by (4.7).     Under Al and Bl, 
(4.17) is satisfied,  so that T2 « T21 (4.23).    Therefore, 
Tt   _  aN (iA-vta + SB) 4- 2aM POM  
Tzi "" aNto-L ^M(a-04-)3^-\-aNS«-\-2OH 
dividing by a N, 
T»_ 5. (U-V-JGL^SRH 2-Pay U) 
Til CtQL+tA A-SO" Wa 
where     2.Dt*/aH   and 4A/O.K have been neglected.    Applying Cl and dt 
ex 
Applying C2 and (d) in (2),     Z.<± JL.^2, or   JL - £    for l^a^3. 
Tw Tw ~ 
Finally, for C3 and d in (2): 
T.    „    UtuM or ^^-XL_>i( $.er     \^a^3 
1.1.3 Methods II and III - Since (4.17) is satisfied (Al, Bl), 
T2 - T21 (4.23) and T3 - T31 (4.35). Therefore» 
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Tsi     _    O.N (te^SO-V SH 4 CaN 4fH*> -fc3(-U 4 2DaV3) 4- aNPaV3 
dividing by aN and neglecting S"H/aN,  tA/aN and 2 DN/aNi 
T3i  ^   -ba 4 Sc V "fcA A- Ca ~   a^ ) Z Pav? -   £N  i* (3) 
Tzi  ~ -ta -V SR.  VtA - "Wo. 
Under Cl, K3«N and Davj^vThem 
Tai   ^   +<a 4 Sft -V- -U -V- ZTteva/a 
T2i   ~   t<a4 Sft 4 t* - tA/Q 
Hence    6^ TVTzi > >     for l£a^3. 
For condition C2, K~ may be large, but from Bl, 5H/2 is very saall, 
and Ko nay still be assumed «N.    On the other hand, Dav^>Dav,  so 
that one nay assume Dav„« t*,Q,    Then (3) becomes 1 
T3t   ^   J614SR 4"trA4   -*£- . 3 •$- HL_N \ I 1 z. n ^ 
-—:— ^   — - —      • Of       3 > > \ \or     \ ^ a ±z 3 
For C3f Dav„   ^ Dav, so that the result is approximately the same as 
underCli 6*WT«>V W   I £ a * 3 
1.1.4   Methods IV and V - Since condition (f) applies,  the ratio of 
T5 to T4 becomesi    (4.50) (4.44) 
Tr _ fo(o-0-Vflta4 aNSo. 4aKtA 4(N-NQ5H -V ZDN[M-> + fj 1 
T4       [N(a-0 -\-fJta 4aN*e. HMtM (N-l) Su 4- 2Dt*[\ 4 w-\~l 
dividing by aNi 
T*r „ t<a4-Sa-4tA 4 -a ItavStQ -V- CaN * 5M) 2PN 
T4   ~ ift4- S*4*A 4 X (^+5*0  -V (JL   4 ±-) ZU 
Then,   "^^S* 1, independently of l£a^3 and other parameters of the 
S4 
system (i.e. Al, A2, Bl, 32, Cl, C2, C3). 
1.1.5 Methods IV and VI 
From(4.44) and (4.59) the ratio becomest 
Tfo _ IN(Q-IV IM-Z)-y KM(M-Q] ta+-tM(o-04-i] 3m-[oN- Cw-Q-faiCw-QlU v (N-^)SW +- 
T
*»    [K(a-0-Hlta  + aNS* +QNU+ (U-I)SU + 
+ 2DNU -v N^M L M   J 
dividing by aN, and taking KM .  M«N    (Cl) 
T4   ~ ta + ^R +tA 4- *aw/a   +■  2\)N/QM 
Thus,    T¥rq ~ \   for the range of 1 £ a ^3 and independently of the 
other conditions, except (f). 
1.1.6   Methods V and VI 
The values for total interrogation time are given by (4.50) and 
(4.59), thusi 
Tc , U(a-|)4-(^-0(H-0 + i]i:Q4lU(a-iH0^4[QN-(^40(v\-03U4(N-M)Sft 4- 
T
*     \N(a-lHV]t& + QUJK + aNtA + CH-M)SU + EDHIV»-I + ii"] 
dividing by aN with KM .  M=Ni 
Ts ~     "ta + S* + +A +   Su/Q   -V   2I>N . J_ 
8^ 
Hence,   ^bh9•£ \    for the range of l^a^3 and independent of the 
other conditions except (f). 
1.1.7    Both Procedures - Methods II and IV 
T4 is given by (4.44) in any condition (but f )| however,  the 
equation for T2 depends on the other parameters of the system. 
For conditions Al and Bl,  (4.17) is satisfied,  so that 
T2 - T21 (4.23) and$ 
T<i _ \.M(Q-0 \-\~WG. \ qN3n \ aM(tA) -V (N-Q lw 4 ZDNU A- -yr] 
dividing by aN and neglecting the terms    H/aN,  2DN/aN and tA/aN. 
T*t    ~   ±614 SR-t--fcA-C-t<a-vSHVa 4- 2DN/AM  
therefore, T4/T2lSrl      regardless of Cl, C2, C3# for any range of a. 
A.1.2    Conditions Al. B2 
At.    -to.>-tA, ©2..    SW»SR 
1.2.1 Methods I and III - From B2, (4.19) holds and 2 Dj is a 
significant parameter; thus Tl - T12 (4.12a) and T3 - T32 (4.36). 
Then, 
T\%   _ (QN-vOC-tra-vSuHoN-tA 4o^2D<mVSw42Dj-qK> (SR-SH-vta-v2Davt) 
T
^        (aN40(tG + XR) + aN^ + N(ZS><x*z.)- VC3(.SR-SH 4ta4 2t>AV3) 
8fc 
Substituting    2Dj = tA-tQ+5H   and dividing by aNj 
Tg ^ te-V-Sg-VtA 4-2Pa\/i - KVH (2fr<wt 4-ta.v S^-SIO ($} 
T32 ~ +a +5ft +-fcA 4- Zba.v/3  _ K3    (2t>AV3 4--ta-V-^R_^H^ 
For Cl, KL<K3<a and Dav1 x. Dav^a:Davat(tA + tQ). Hence, 
\± 3£  ^3 W    \ ^a ^3 
If C2 holds, X/fcK-^N, so that* 
"Ha. ^ 1 
finally, for the uniform distribution (C3), Dav«i DN, 
ICj* K-» -j-       Therefore (8) becomes 1 
"^z ~ k + k + U + i (-t<a A- tA)   ~    !+■ Vza 
and, \^ T,VT32  ^»-5- 
1.2.2    Methods I and II - Tl = T12 (^.12b) and T2 - T22 (^.2*0, so that 
the ratio becoaest 
Ta _ (QN-t-0(ta4-SR)-Van-i:A |aM (ZDavQ -5H -V 2Dj -aK| (SR-SH4-ta-Vzp<xv/f 
T
»    [N(a-lH \]ta + aNtA-vSRtN(a-Q-M3-\- SUCM-0 + Z&«* 
substituting 2 Dj and dividing by aNi 
Tig,   ^ -ta-V Sn. 4-UA-  U- K'/N)2Dav\ - *</N (SK-SvHtq) 
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From (B2) and d, the factor (^A-SU \io, )x. 0 I  also (Jw_:k9,)~ 0 • 
— a.       o. 
Then, for Cl, Kl« N and Dav^Dav, and applying (B2) and di 
which implies that %#.'* ^  regardless of a. 
If C2 holds, lt|» N, Dav^Dav and then TxJ^^Z j 
and for (C3), Davsj| DN and from (B2),  K^ ^-  .    Hence, TvVT„^ ^ • 
1.2.3    Methods II and III - For (B2),   (4.19) holds and T2 - T22 (4.24), 
T3 - T32 (4.36),    Hence, 
TiX       (aH4VHa + Q^^^ (QM^05R-V 2NPaV3-V:3 (SR-&W-via 4-2Dav3) 
dividing by aj and applying (B2) and di 
T3z  _    -te-VtA 4- (2/a - *%|Q DaV3 
If Cl applies; K^^^N and Dav^-Dav.    Thenj 
Ilk   -    \ A-   A. or     Sa^'il ^    ^°--^ Tzz <*■ T« 
For C2, K~~N,    Dav^>Dav    so thati 
and for C3,    K3 c& *L   and Dav_>Dav, thus (10) becomest 
1.2.4 Both Procedures - Methods II and IV - For condition (B2), (4.19) 
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is satisfied,  so T2 - T22 (4.24).     Thereforei 
Tg  _ \.U(a-\H\H:6t-V-QNU-\-SRQH-V^(n-0 A-ZDN[\-1-  *&■] 
Tzz      [NGa-D-Hjta VaMU + SR [N(a-l)Vl]+- SH(N-\) + 2 ON 
dividing by aN and neglecting the proper termsi 
Tg   ~ -to. 4- tA 4- SR + (, SH - ta)/a 4-   2/Di*/a M    ^   ■  + _z_ 
T>z, ~  td+U + SR + CSw-t<a)/a  I " aM 
since M»l,    TM   g-  \        regardless of Cl, C2 and C3. 
T22 
(V\) 
A1.3    Conditions A2. Bl 
1.3.1   Methods I and III - Under (A2),  (4.19) always hold and 2Dj is a 
significant parameterj hence, Tl - T12 (4.12a) and T3 - T32 (4.37), 
so that the ratio is given by (8)t 
Tia ^ -la + Sa. 4--bA 4- (z~ ^)\>Ml- *VHL±GL+%*■-*") 
For Bl,  IC, «N and Dav~ cc Dav, thus* 
Tiz  „,   ta-y- Sft -V- "U 4- U~ ffi) 2Davt -   *% U&4- 5R-SU) (<2) 
Now under Cl,  K1«N and Dav^Dav,  then, 
T52. ~    \4-2/o. 
^    or      \ s: TIz/j-   *£. 2.       as     l£a^3        Considering 
C2.      \a~N        so       TU  ~   J-5" or      _L«£T& rj^ 1 Finally, 
T32. ~  \+2/a a      T31 
if C3 holds,  Kl may still be considered <:<£N, but the numerator of 
S3 
the ratio decreases with respect to its value under C2» hence, 
I 2 ^  < 2. (or       I ^ a ^ 3 
1.3.2 Methods I and II - Since (A2) is satisfy,  (4.19) holds and 
T1/T2 is given by (9) ast 
THL   ~    -bq+U +  (a- t</N)Dov> -   *'/* Ua) 
Tiz ~ tea + tA - t<a/a 
Hhere the term  5w and 5k have been neglected (Bl) (d).    For (Cl), 
KL«N, Dav^Dav and     62 ^1_^3.5;    If (C2) applies, Kls: N and 
35:^.2:2, #    Finally, for uniform distribution (C3), 
the value of the ratio range lies somewhere in between the ranges 
corresponding to the conditions Cl and C2.    Therefore,  ^Sr^->3 
1.3.3 Methods II and III - Since (4.19) holds, T2 - T22 and T3 - T32, 
thus, 
dividing by aN and applying (Bl) and (d)i    (K^N, Dav^Dav) 
T32,   ^    {q^U 4- £t><W3/o. 
For Cl,       (o % 324.   •$■ 2,      asl£a£3. 
For C2, 2.>^    >\        asl^a^3. 
Tz.2. 
For C3.        /|$*3S*   ^ZS   as l£a^3. 
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1.3.4 Both Procedures Methods II and IV - Since (4.19) holds, the 
ratio is given by (ll), and the range remains the same as under condi- 
tions Al and B2j therefore from § A.1.2.4i 
l! $: \     regardless of Gl, C2 and C3. 
Tzz 
1.4.    Conditions A2. B2 
KZ.     -U>ta 61.   *SH»5B. 
1.4.1 Methods I and II - From §A.1.2.1i 
I <t Hz.   a c\ 
1.4.2 Methods I and II - From  §A.1.2.2i 
Tzz ~ * 
T2Z. 
T^,   5-2. c3> 
Tzz 
1.4.3 Methods II and III - From % A.1.2.3 
3«^'£2. C.I. 
T2Z. 
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c
     T22. 
T22 
1.4,4   Both Procedures Methods II ani IV - Proa     A.1.2.4 
]JBL S\ 
\2Z 
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